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In this paper, we have constructed a Hutton fuzzy uniformity C on the fuzzy unit 
interval I(I) which in the sense of Hutton generates the stratified canonical fuzzy 
topology on I(I). Thus a positive answer to a question posed by S. E. Rodabaugh 
(.I. Math. Anal. Appl. 129, 1988, 37-70) in the case L = I is obtained. Moreover, we 
have also proved that Z has a countable base, therefore the stratified canonical 
fuzzy topology in I(I) is also metrizable in the sense of Hutton. 0 1992 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
Owing to its importance in fuzzy topology, a lot of papers focused on the 
fuzzy unit interval and various definitions have emerged for different 
purposes since this concept was introduced by Hutton [2], in 1975. The 
most general definition is the one given in [2], i.e., the fuzzy unit interval 
Z(L), where L is a completely distributive lattice with an order reversing 
involution. Hutton proved that the canonical fuzzy topology on Z(L), like 
its crisp counterpart, is both uniformizable and metrizable. But it is known 
that in general the canonical fuzzy topology on Z(L) is not stratified, i.e., 
not every constant fuzzy set is open, for instance Z(Z) is not stratified. Thus 
Rodabaugh [S] posed the interesting question whether or not the stratified 
canonical fuzzy topology on Z(L) is uniformizable in the sense of Hutton. 
In this #paper we give a positive answer to this question in the case L=Z. 
Specifically, we have constructed a Hutton fuzzy uniformity C on Z(Z) 
which in the sense of Hutton generates the stratified canonical fuzzy 
topology on Z(Z); moreover we have also proved that C has a countable 
base, hence the stratified canonical fuzzy topology on Z(Z) is both 
uniformizable and metrizable. Since some of the proofs depend on the 
algebraic property of the reals we only consider the case L = Z in this paper, 
the answer for the general case is still being researched. 
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For the sake of convenience, we usually drop the word “fuzzy” in this 
paper, under the condition that confusion will not be caused. 
BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE FUZZY UNIT INTERVAL Z(Z) 
Throughout this paper, I denotes the unit interval [0, 11. The fuzzy real 
line R(Z) is defined to be the collection of all probability distribution 
functions on R, i.e., all the increasing and left continuous functions on R 
with the condition that lim,, pWc(x) = 0 and lim,, + mf(x) = 1. The 
canonical topology on R(Z) refers to the fuzzy topology generated by 
{L,, R,: tE R) as a subbase, where 
VPE R(Z) L,(P) = P(t); R,(P)= 1 -P(t+). 
The stratified canonical topology on R(Z) refers to the topology generated 
by the union of canonical open sets and all the constant fuzzy sets as a 
subbase. 
It is proved [7] that this definition of the fuzzy real line is equivalent to 
the one in [2]. 
For any real numbers a < 6, the fuzzy closed interval [a, b](Z) is defined 
to be the set of all distribution functions on [a, b]. The (stratified) canoni- 
cal topology on [a, b](Z) refers to the induced topology when regarded as 
a subspace of (stratified) R(Z) respectively. The fuzzy open interval (a, b)(Z) 
is defined similarly. It is an obvious fact that R(Z) is homeomorphic to 
(a, b)(Z) for any a < 6. 
Let A denote the fuzzy topology generated by {Lpr R,: PER(Z)} as a 
subbase, where VQ E R(Z) 
LAQ)= v Q(x) A(1 -P(x+ 1); Ri4Q) =v P(x) A (I- Q(x+ 1). 
XER XE R 
THEOREM 1. The topology A is finer than the canonical topology on R(Z); 
moreover, the restriction of A on every bounded fuzzy interval is just the 
stratified canonical topology on it. 
ProoJ: (1) P E R(Z) is called a degenerate lement if there exists t E R 
with P(t)=O, P(t+)=l. If P is such an element then Lp=L,, R,=R,; 
thus by definition A is finer than the canonical topology. 
(2) First we claim that the stratified canonical topology on R(Z) is 
liner than A. By definition the stratified canonical topology on R(Z) has a 
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subbase consisting of the union of the family {L,, R,: t E R} and all the 
constant fuzzy sets; and VPE R(Z) we have 
L,= v L, A (1 -P(Xf I), Rp= v R, A P(x) 
x E R XER 
therefore A is coarser than the stratified canonical topology. 
Now what remains is to prove that for any bounded fuzzy interval K, the 
restriction of A on K is stratified. 
For all x E R, let P,x be the degenerate element in R(Z): P,(x) = 0, 
P(x+)= 1; VaE [0, 11, let P”,,, =aP,+(l -a)P,, where y>x. It can be 
easily verified that 
R P:,? = (a v R”) A Rx; L$;,a = (a v Lx) A L,. 
Since K is a bounded interval, there exist x <y E R such that 
VPEK, P(x)=O, P(y)= 1; then we have 
Rpi,JP) A Lpt,;,a = (a v 0) A 1 A (a v 0) A 1 = a 
for any a E [0, 11, P E K, hence the constant fuzzy set with value a is open 
in the restriction of A on K. 1 
Remark 1. Obviously the constructions of the canonical topology and 
the topology A are closely related. The difference is that while the canonical 
topology has the left and right sections of all the crisp reals, i.e., the 
degenerate lements in R(Z) as a subbase, A is generated by the left and 
right sections of all the fuzzy reals, i.e., all the probability distribution 
functions. 
Remark 2. For any reals c < a < b < d, if P or Q belongs to [a, b](Z) 
then 
LAQ)= v Q(x) A (1 -&+ 11, 
I E Cc. d] 
RAQ) = v f’(x) A (1 - Q(x+ 1). 
x E Cc, d] 
Hence (Lp, R,: PE [c, d](Z)) . is a subbase for the stratified canonical 
topology on [a, b](Z). 
It is a plain fact that R(Z) is not a complete lattice under the pointwise 
order, but each closed fuzzy interval is indeed a complete lattice under the 
pointwise order. In fact suppose (Qj:j~ J} c [a, b](Z), then their union 
is O/j,, Qj)Cx)=Vj,, Q,(X); and if we let CAjc,Qj)Cx)=Aj,,QjCx), 
(Aj*EJQj)(x)= (r\j*,,Qj)(x-) then l\j*EJQj is the biggest lower bound of 
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(Q,:~EJ} in [a,b](Z). W e can check that (r\i*,, Q,)(x+ ) = l\,EJ Q,(x+ ), 
thus the following proposition is obvious: 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose {Q,: jE J} is a subset of [a, b](Z), then the 
following identities hold: 
(l) v LQ, = LA;s,Q,; c2) v RQ, = RV,,~Q,~ 
jsJ jsJ 
Finally we present here another proposition which shall be employed in 
the next section. 
PROPOSITION 2. For all P E R(I), L, < 1 - R,, equivalently R, < 1 - L,. 
Proof: For all Q E R(Z) 
LAQ) = v Q(x) A (1 - P(x+ )h 
XER 
l-Rp(Q)= A Q(x+) v (1-P(x-)). 
16 R 
since P and Q are both increasing the conclusion follows immediately. I 
FUZZY UNIFORMITY ON I(Z) 
First we recall some basic facts about the general theory of fuzzy 
uniformity established by Hutton. 
Suppose L is a fuzzy lattice, i.e., a completely distributive lattice with an 
order reversing involution ’ , X an arbitrary set. Let 8 denote the set of 
maps f: Lx + Lx which satisfy: 
(1) VaELx,f(a)aa; 
(2) v{aj:jE J> cL”,S(V,,Jaj)=VjEJf(a,). 
For every f: Lx --) Lx, define f -I: Lx + Lx as follows: 
Va E L.x, f-‘(a) = A (b:f(b’) <a’}. 
PROPOSITION 3 [3]. Suppose L is a fuzzy lattice, g, f E 9, then 
(1) f(a)<bof-‘(b’)<a’; 
(2) f-leg; 
(3) (f -l)-l =f; 
(4) f <g-f-‘<g-l; 
(5) (fg)-‘=g-‘f-1. 
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DEFINITION 1. Suppose L is a fuzzy lattice. A fuzzy uniformity on X is 
a subset 9 of 9’ which satisfies: 
(1) 920; 
(2) VgEY, iffdg for somefE9 then gE9; 
(3) .Lg*3hEg, VafLX, h(a)Gf(a) As(a); 
(4) fE9=kE% gg<f; 
(5) fEL3=q1Ec2. 
Note that (3) may be replaced by 
(3’) f,gEGB*33hEg, h<f, h<g. 
Note that any subset g of 9 which satisfies (4), (5) generates a fuzzy 
uniformity in the sense that the collection of all f o 9 which contains a 
finite intersection of elements in W is a fuzzy uniformity on X. Such a set 
is called a subbase of the fuzzy uniformity generated; if 9 also satisfies (3’) 
it is called a base for the generated uniformity. 
DEFINITION 2 [3]. Let 9 be a fuzzy uniformity on X. Define 
Int: Lx-+ Lx as follows: VVE Lx, 
Int(V)=V {UELX:f(U)GVforsomefE9~. 
It is proved [2] that Int in Definition 2 satisfies the interior axioms, so 
it induces a fuzzy topology on X, and this topology is called the induced 
topology of the uniformity 9. 
A fuzzy topology on X is called uniformizable if it can be induced by a 
fuzzy uniformity on X. 
Hutton [3] has constructed a fuzzy uniformity on Z(L) which generates 
the canonical topology on Z(L), hence the canonical topology on Z(L) is 
uniformizable; moreover the uniformity has a countable base, therefore the 
canonical topology is also metrizable. With the aim of facilitating the 
understanding of our construction of the fuzzy uniformity ,JC, we quote here 
some important details of Hutton’s construction. 
First recall the definition of Z(L), where L always denotes a fuzzy lattice. 
DEFINITION 3 [3]. Z(L) is the set of all increasing maps I: R -+ L which 
satisfy n(t)=0 for t<O; J(t)=1 for r>l; VEER, A(t)=V,,,A.(s). The 
canonical topology on Z(L) refers to the topology generated by 
(L,, R,: t E R} as a subbase, where 
VteR, PEZ(L) L,(P)=P(t); R,(P)= P’(t+). 
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DEFINITION 4 [3]. For all r > 0, define B,: Lx -+ Lx by B,(U) = L, I 
where t is the smallest s E R with U < R,;. 
u 
PROPOSITION 4 [3]. The B,‘s in Definition 4 satisfy: 
(1) VUEL~, B,(U)2 U; 
(2) v{Uj:jEJ} cLx, Br(Vj,J Uj)=Vje,Br(Uj); 
(3) B,‘(U)=A {R,+,: U<L:)=R,,, where t is the biggest s with 
GL:; 
(4) BrB,=B,+,. 
THEOREM 2 [3, 51. The set {B,, B;‘: r>O} is a subbase for a fuzzy 
uniformity on I(L), and the induced topology is just the canonical topology. 
Before we start to construct the fuzzy uniformity which generates the 
stratified topology on Z(Z), we still need to make some preparations. 
DEFINITION 5. For all QE R(Z), r >O, let Q-re R(Z) be defined as 
Vx E R, Q - r(x) = Q(x - r), and similarly define Q + r. 
By definition we have VP E Z(Z), Q E R(Z), a < 0 < 1 -C b 
L-,(P)= V P(x) A (l-Q((x-r)+)); 
aGr<b 
Rg+r= a<~cbQtx+r)A (l-P(x+)). 
. . 
A function f on R is called a step function if there exist finite real 
numbers x,<x2< ... <x,+~ such that f is constant on every interval 
(xi, xi+ 1]. Since every element in R(Z) is increasing and left continuous, 
then VP E R(Z), x E R, r > 0 there exists s > 0 with P(x + s) - P(x + ) < r; 
hence VP E R(Z), r > 0, and an arbitrary closed interval [a, b], there exists 
a step function f with (f(x) - P(x)1 < r for every x E [a, b]. 
LEMMA 1. Let Q E R(Z) be a step function, then we have VP E Z(Z), r > 0, 
the following inequalities hold: 
(1) L,p,> 1 -R,(P); (2) R,+,(P) 2 1 -L,(P). 
ProojI Since Q is a step function there exist real numbers x1 < 
x*< ... <x,+, such that for x < x1, Q(X) = 0; Q(X) = ki for xi < x < Xi+ 1 
(i = 1, . . . . n); Q(x) = 1 for x,, , <x. By definition the following relations 
hold: 
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L-r(P)= v P(x) A (1 -Q((x-r,+,, 
I < x, + r 
" ( itl I ,,<~~,,+,,, v J'(x) A (1 -Q((x-r)+ 1)) I . 
v -~"+,~,<-~p(x)~(l-Q((x-r)+))) ( 
=P(x,+r)v + P(x,+,+r)r\ (1-ki) 
( ) 
; 
i=l 
q (ki A (1 -P(Xi+))) 
> 
” (l-m,,, +I). 
i=l 
Then we obtain 
l-R,(P)=h (t-k;)“P(X;+))AP(X,+l+) i=l 
cc n-1 = i/)l ((l-k,)” P(Xi+)) A (l-‘n)Af’(Xn+~+) ) > 
(( 
n-1 
V /J ((l-ki)“P(Xi+)) AP(xn+)AfYxn+~+) 
> > 
= Q, 
( cc 
~jj~((lBki)v p(xi+))) A (l-kn+l-m) 
A P(X,+z-m+)) ” p(X, +)) 
< 
( 
i) ((l-k+,-,) A p(X .+2-m+,,,> v WI +r) 
m=l 
= J&,(P), where 0~ r. 
Similarly we can prove (2). 1 
Note. The proof given here is the improvement of the author’s original 
one pointed out by the referee. 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 1 is: 
PROPOSITION 5. For all P E Z(Z), Q E R(Z), r > 0, we haoe 
(1) J&,(P) 2 qp); (2) R,+,(P) 2 G.p). 
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Now we are in the position to construct the uniformity ,E which 
generates the stratified canonical topology on Z(Z). 
DEFINITION 6. For all r E (0, 1) define 
*, : p ~ p, 
VUEZ’(‘) B (U)=L,-, where QE C-1, 2](Z) is the biggest with Rb3 U. 9 r 
LEMMA 2. The B:s in Definition 6 fulfill the following conditions: 
(1) B,(U)3 Ufor every UEL~; 
(2) BrtVjsJ U,J=VjeJBr(Uj)for every (Uj:jcJ}cLX, 
(3) B,‘(U) = &+r where PE [ - 1, 2](I) is the least with 1 -L,> U; 
(4) B,.B,=B,+,foranyO<r,s,r+s<l. 
Proof (1) This follows from definition and Proposition 5. 
(2) B,( Uj) = Lp, ~ r where Qj E [ - 1,2](Z) is the biggest with 
l-R,>U, 
on the other hand, we have 
hence 
therefore B,( VjE J Uj) = VjE J B,( Uj), 
(3) Let 
B;‘(U)=/j (V: B,(V’)<u’} 
=A {R,: B,(R’,)<U’andp~[-1,2](Z)j 
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= A Vb+r: L,<U’andPE[-1,2](Z)} 
=R Pi-i-3 where P is the least in [ - 1, 2](Z) with L’p 2 U. 
(4) B,~B,(U)=B,(Lp~s)=Lp-,-s=Br+s(U) where Pis the biggest 
in [ - 1,2](Z) with R’p 2 U. 1 
Lemma 2 asserts that B,, B, ‘: r E (0, 1) is a subbase for a fuzzy uniformity 
on Z(Z). Denote this uniformity as C. 
THEOREM 3. The uniformity z generates the stratified canonical fuzzy 
topology on Z(Z). 
Proof: By Theorem 1, we need only show that the z-induced topology 
F coincides with the restriction of the topology A on Z(Z). 
We recall a result first. Suppose L is a completely distributive lattice, 
fi L + L satisfies f(a) > a for every a E L, then there exists a biggest union- 
preserving function f *: L + L which is contained in f. And if we denote a 
minimal set of a [6] in L as /?(a), then f *(a)=VbeBC(ljf(b). Define f A g 
to be the biggest union-preserving function contained both in f and g, 
where f and g are both union-preserving. 
It can be easily verified that { (l\iGiGk fJ( V): kE N, VEZO’), 
fje {B,, B;‘: rE(0, l)}} f orms a base for the z-induced topology on Z’(I). 
Meanwhile 
( 1 ,c$c,L (V= V ifi(U)EA IZ(Z) . . uEp(V) i=l 
because each fi( U) E A 1 Z(Z), hence F is contained in A ( Z(Z). 
On the other hand, A 1 Z(Z) c F is obvious, since {Lp, R,: PE 
[ - 1,2](Z)} is a subbase for A I Z(Z), and they are all open in F. 1 
It is an easy fact that C has a countable base, so we have 
THEOREM 4. The stratified canonical fuzzy topology on Z(Z) is metrizable. 
COROLLARY. The stratified canonical fuzzy topology on R(Z) is both 
unlformizable and metrizable. 
Remark 3. The referee has given an explicit proof of the openness of 
the constant fuzzy sets in 9, but we omit the details here. 
Remark 4. The reader may have noticed the similarity between 
Hutton’s constructions and ours: analogous to the difference between the 
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topology A and the canonical topology, the key idea is to replace at some 
places the crisp reals by fuzzy reals. 
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